






 Artist, Oblivious. 







Junior High / Senior High: 

Didn’t take non-required art classes. Couldn’t draw 
the Led Zeppelin Houses of the Holy cover. 



 University of Minnesota: 

 Art Major, but only because it seemed like 
the easiest way to a BA.  

 

I guess I figured I would do something 
“useful” after that.  



University of Minnesota: 

I loved printmaking, but was intimidated by the professor.  

 

So I found a professor I loved, and studied her subject. 

 



Performance Art! 

< Susan Lucey 



 

>> by the way, the Graphic Design School at the U of M 
was taught in another  college within the University, way 
over on the St. Paul Campus. 







To the Art Library. 



University of Iowa School of Library and Information Science Class of 1998. 





1.  It is a human trait to want to organize things into 
categories. Inventing categories creates an 
illusion that there is an overriding rationale in the 
way that the world works. 

Andrea Zittel, from “These Things I Know For Sure (As of Spring 2005)” 









NYT	


To create a map is to abstract from the world those factors 
deemed important, and display them in a form that allows 
them to be useful. Ward Kaiser and Denis Wood 

	
























Diana Behl 



Lydia Diemer	










So you say I can actually get paid to do this?! 



my work: professional graphic design   































my work: personal graphic design   



maps 



 Mapping fulfills one of our deepest 
desires: understanding the world 
around us and our place in it. 
  Katharine Harmon 

	


* from You Are Here: Personal Geographies and Other Maps of the Imagination	
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things that are not maps 



a few adventures in letterpress along the way 























Other Art 

{Often map-like in DNA.} 







































Collaboration with Diana Behl 



things that are not maps  

{but  are really long} 















And next?  

{More maps. Always, more maps.} 





{ all work © karina cutler-lake 2015 } 


